
Scavenger Hunt World Record Attempt Answer Key A

Name Team Affiliation

Primary Contact Email (so we can give you your prizes):

Tie-breaker question: How many Pulitzer Prizes have been won by University of Chicago
faculty, staff, graduates, and other affiliates? 26

After strolling the quads daily for any number of quarters, we hope you know enough about
their contents to answer the following: [2 points for each correct answer]

1. Warning: All Unauthorized Vehicles Will Be Towed By Rokaitis Industries

2. Which theorem is illustrated on Eckhart? Pythagorean Theorem

3. Causing a false alarm or tampering with an emergency phone are “arrestable criminal offenses”

4. Whose face appears on a lamp outside of Kent? Andre the Giant

5. Where does Ira Maurice Price live? Swift Hall near Bond Chapel

6. If China Snow Peking Lilac were an old man, what would his name be? ‘Morton’

7. Why can’t you smoke on the south side of Stuart Hall? “air intake”

8. Pieces of what appear near both the C-Bench and the Classics archway? Douglas Hall/Old UofC

9. What series of lock keeps your books safe from book thieves? Series 1103

10. Near the Social Sciences building, the class of 1993 says: “Let Redbuds grow from
more to more, and so be the quads enriched.”

11. According to the clock on Cobb Hall, what is the (perpetual) time? 9:00

12. What is the street address of Graber Productions? 5253 Verona Road, Madison, WI

13. Which building has Greek, Latin, and Hebrew inscriptions on it? Haskell Hall

14. According to their bench, how many degrees did Michael and Peggy Salovesh receive
from the University of Chicago combined? 5 degrees

15. Give proof through the night that our flag is still there by telling us who sponsored
this basement-window flag. Chicago Sun-Times

16. Nearest what classroom building can you find a Ferrari? Pick Hall (statue)

17. Whose reliefs hang out on the front of Rosenwald hall? Dana and Lyell

18. What brand of fire escape does the University of Chicago prefer? Standard Fire Escape
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19. Which object/objects did the following classes donate?

1903: C-Bench 1991: Lights in Wieboldt archway

1906: Cobb bulletin boards 1993: Redbud trees in Soc Sci Quad

1913: Lamps on Classics Quad 1998: Fountain in front of Kent

1988: Botany Pond Bench

20. Judge Sledgy, our beloved sledgehammer, has been a part of the Hunt since its incep-
tion, or thereabouts. A Judge carrying him is milling about the Quads; find Sledgy
and receive his stamp to complete this item. [4 points]

21. Low-five a Judge (any Judge!) while perched atop another team member. Get the
stamp of a stationary Judge witness to complete this item. [4 points]

22. There is a Judge wandering around whistling In the Hall of the Mountain King. Find
him or her and ask for the keyword to complete this item. [4 points]
Keyword: Thorium

23. There are four posters at various places on the Quads. Each have four names written
on them that combine to create eight distinct pairings. Fill in the blanks with the
correct pairings [2 points each]:

The Untouchables—Brian de Palma Homecoming—Kanye West

When Harry Met Sally—Rob Reiner Casimir Pulaski Day—Sufjan Stevens

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off—John Hughes Go Cubs Go—Steve Goodman

The Fugitive—John Landis My Kind of Town—Frank Sinatra
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